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Nora Kemp
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In Brannland, terrifying shadow
beasts called Umbrae roam freely
once the sun sets, so venomous that a
single bite will kill a full-grown adult.
The only people who can destroy
them are immune children like Nora,
who are recruited at the age of seven
to leave their families behind and
train at a steampunk castle called
Noye’s Hill. But despite her immunity,
Nora’s father refused to let her go.
Now, years after his death by Umbra
attack, Nora is twelve, and sees her
mother almost killed by the monsters
too. That’s when Nora decides it’s
time for her to join the fight.
At Noye’s Hill, Nora’s new
companions draw her into a sweeping
world of round-the-clock battle
training, fierce loyalty to one another,
and sworn allegiance to defeat the
Umbrae above all else. But despite
slaying so many beasts night after
night, the Umbrae’s population is
quickly growing. And the government
is keeping secrets about the source of
the Umbrae, secrets that may tie back
to Nora herself . . . and lead
Brannland’s downfall.
Praise:
“Percy Jackson meets The Witcher in this fast-paced
middle-grade fantasy filled with creatures of the night. . . .
[R]eaders will be equally enchanted by the world of
Brannland and the mythology behind the Umbrae. A
thrilling fantasy.”
—Booklist

DISCUSSION

QUESTIONS &
PROMPTS
Leadership
Kids are truly our leaders—which we see over and
over through climate change and anti-gun violence
movements. How does Secret of the Shadow Beasts
show that kids are leaders? Who determines that?
How does each young character show leadership?
Does this inspire you, the reader, to think about
leading any efforts yourself? How would you do that
in your world?
Environmentalism
Environmental degradation and the impact of climate
change is an ongoing crisis in the U.S. and the world.
How does Secret of the Shadow Beasts address
this? How do individual characters respond to the
threat? What kinds of environmental threats can you
identify in your own world? What can you and others
do in real life—small scale and large—to address
them? Finally, if you were to imagine nature taking
revenge against the environmental threats you’ve
described, what would it look like in monster form?
History
Many institutions and societies are grappling with a
history that's built on national mythology, and some
people struggling to hear the uncomfortable truths
that result from a deep, unbiased investigation. What
are some examples of this in Secret of the Shadow
Beasts? Why do people want the true history to
come out? Why do some people not want that?
What do you think is the right choice for them? What
are some questions you have about your own history
and the truths that may not be evident? Do you think
that knowing the truth of history enriches our
understanding of the past? Why or why not?

Eve Adeyemi

Use discussion questions as a
jumping-off point for students to
think deeply about themselves and
their world. Consider making some a
discussion topic facilitated by a
student (in person or online using a
tool like Google Chat), or them as
writing prompts (and as prompts,
ask students to use evidence from
the book to support their points).
Books
Books play a very big role in Secret of the Shadow
Beasts. They’re important balms during difficult
time, but also crucial sources of information. If you
were to create a book list for a challenging time in
your life, what kinds of books would be on it and
why? And what specific books? What books are
important for you in your life right now?
Food
Food is an important part of life, and it’s especially
important to the characters in Secret of the
Shadow Beasts. Nora’s cuppa and special tea
treats lift her spirits every time she has them. For a
lot of people, a cup of tea—malty, with a splash of
milk—is an important tradition. What are other
food traditions that you noticed in this book? Were
you unfamiliar with any of the foods? Are you
interested in trying them? What food traditions are
important to you in your family, and your own
personal life?
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CREATIVE WRITING

WORLD-BUILDING
THROUGH GAME DESIGN
Designing a video game model is a fantastic way
to create a world. It could be for a piece of fiction.
For this prompt, ask students to:
Determine the setting. In what kind of world
does your game exist? What are the rules of
that world (any magic?)? What is the
landscape and climate? What are the natural
resources? What are the towns, cities, roads,
and infrastructure like? What kinds of shops?
What kind of government do these people
have? What are the goals/wishes of these
societies?
Who are the people? Include the "classes" or
types. What are their abilities? What
equipment can they use? Do they have
magic? If so, what kind? With whom are they
allied? And what about the NPCs (or
secondary characters) who live in this world
and influence the action? Who are they?

Warriors of the Frozen Bog is a
multiplayer role-playing video game
that was created by Benjamin Magras
for Secret of the Shadow Beasts.
The setting is a desolate bog with
glaciers, settlements, pine forests, and
empty countryside. A deep ravine cuts
through the landscape. The surface is a
snowy tundra. There are three classes
in this game—Necromancer, Paladin,
and Archer—each with their own magic
systems; armor, equipment, and
weaponry; and affiliations. The primary
mobs include different kinds of shadow
beasts (I borrowed this for the common
name of the Umbrae in the book),
phoenixes, and reanimated bog
inhabitants.

Who are the enemies? Are they human or
not? If human, do they share the
protagonists’ cultures? If not, what are their
cultures and societies? What are their
abilities, equipment, and magic? And what
are the goals/wishes of their societies?
Come up with names. Determine the cultural
influences.
Have fun, and be creative!

Amar Bukhari-Masood
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ART

ART DESIGN:
AN UGLY-CUTE CAP
For this project, ask students to create their own
ugly-cute caps.
With yarn
If you know how to knit and have the supplies (and
time) to teach your class, consider sharing a basic
beanie pattern (here are some examples:
https://lovelifeyarn.com/knit-hat-patterns/). Ask
students to add their own touches like pom-poms,
tassels, and, if they feel ambitious, tails and horns.
On paper
It can be a lot of fun to create an ugly-cute cap on
paper. And the principle of these caps is to go over
the top. Encourage your students to create
whatever shape they’d like for their ugly-cute cap
with whatever patterns and/or appendages appeal
to them. If you want to go the extra step, include
such add-ons as:
Glitter
Buttons
Confetti
Googly eyes
Ribbons
Cut-up wrappers (candy, chips, etc)
Cut-up shapes on any paper

In Secret of the Shadow Beasts,
Nora Kemp loves to knit. Her
creations are a bit odd, and people
have teased her about them at
school. During battles with the
Umbrae, she notices how cold and
wet the Order of the Hawk gets,
and offers to knit them all caps—
including one that will make Amar,
her senior knight, look as if he’s
eight years old. The resulting caps
are hideous—but adorable, and do
the job!

Cyril Panagiotakopoulos

Have fun!

Tove Sinclair
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RECIPE
Food is very important in Secret of the Shadow
Beasts, providing great comfort to the characters. For
Nora Kemp, classic British scones are a treat that
makes her feel at home. To have a true taste of
Nora's world:
1. Preheat your oven to 435º F before you start
anything else.
2. Mix the flour, baking powder, salt, and sugar with
a whisk or fork until well combined.
3. Set a baking pan into the preheated (or almost
preheated) oven while you perform the next steps.
4. Add the lemon juice to the milk and set aside.
5. Cut the cold butter into the flour mixture until it's
crumbly. The butter should not soften too much; if it
does, give the whole mixture a few minutes in the
refrigerator. Take care not to over-work at this point.
6. Roll the dough out gently (or press it out with
your fingers and roll very gently on top to flatten)
until it's about 3/4- to 1-inch thick. Cut with a round
pastry cutter. I used a 2-inch cutter for the scones
pictured, but I often use 3-inch ones. (Many people
like fluted pastry cutters; the scones part nicely in
the middle if you have one of those, but they're not
essential.) Set the finished scones aside on a sheet
of parchment paper. Gather up the scraps and roll
again until you've cut out all the dough.
7. Lightly brush the tops of each scone with the
beaten egg.
8. Now (with oven mitts) take out the baking pan
from the oven. Carefully slide your parchment paper
with all your scones onto it, and put it back into the
preheated oven.

Nora's Classic British Scones
(serve with a cuppa)
(makes 12 with a 2-inch cutter or
8 to 10 with a 3-inch one)
2 C all-purpose flour
3 t baking powder
1 1/4 t salt
3 T sugar
6 T unsalted butter, cut into small
pieces (keep cold)
3/4 C milk, heated 30 sec
1 T fresh lemon juice
1 small egg, beaten
A baking pan
Parchment paper

9. Bake for 10-12 minutes until the scones are risen
and the tops turn a lovely golden-brown.
10. Let cool, then serve with jam and butter.
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MEET DIANE

ABOUT THE
AUTHOR
I love studying history and the stories you don’t
often hear—especially from cultures that rarely
have their side of the story told, and the people
(women and children in particular) whose voices
have never been prominent. “Truth” is an
interesting concept in history. It’s sometimes
challenging to hear, though if we’re brave,
humble, and unafraid to to learn, we’ll get closer
and closer to understanding.
I grew up on Mount Desert Island in Maine
surrounded by a dramatic natural landscape—
think granite ledges by the sea, towering cliffs,
and silent forests—which is one of the reasons
that natural worlds always feature in my writing.
I love to write. I sketch ideas in notebooks, then
write a very brief outline, figure out the storyline
for each of my major characters, and write the
first draft. I use the outline as a guide but depart
from it when I need to. (Yes, my characters tell
me what to do, so the story often changes!) But
I always have a handful of key scenes that stay,
enough to make a skeleton. I then write a full
and very detailed outline, which helps with my
revision process. With it and with readers’
notes, I revise and rewrite; my novels generally
go through three to five full drafts. Writing from
scratch is great fun, but revision and polishing is
a true pleasure. (It didn’t always feel that way!)
For over a decade, I’ve lived in the woods in
southern Maine with the sea a short drive away.
I’m married to book critic Michael Magras. Our
son, a high schooler these days, is also a very
avid reader. He’s also been an important editor
for me for years; he’s been a reader and advisor
for all my books. I'm very fortunate to live in this
bookish household!

Diane Magras (pronounced MAYgris) is the award-winning author of
the New York Times Editors’ Choice
The Mad Wolf’s Daughter, as well
as its companion novel, The Hunt for
the Mad Wolf’s Daughter. Secret of
the Shadow Beasts is her third book.
An unabashed fan of libraries
(where she wrote her first novel as a
teenager), history (especially from
cultures or people who’ve rarely had
their story told), Diane uses the
pronouns she/her.
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Ways to be in touch

WEBSITE
EMAIL

www.dianemagras.com
diane@dianemagras.com

TWITTER

@dianemagras

INSTAGRAM

@dianemagras

GOODREADS https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/
15572575.Diane_Magras
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